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The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PL 111–148) will bring the most
sweeping changes to American health care since 1983’s prospective payment reform—
perhaps since the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid. The new law is a hybrid: part tax
legislation, part entitlement expansion, part regulatory reform. There are enough other
moving pieces to make your head spin.

An army of policy analysts has parsed and summarized the 1,000+ pages of legislative
language. Understanding the specific provisions is important. But Sg2 believes the biggest
changes in store for health care will not be found in a careful bill summary. Instead, as an
industry we must…

Consider the forces put in motion by national reform and where
they will take us.

Anticipate what impact such a consequential change to one-seventh
of GDP will have on the broader economy.

Evaluate how the government’s increased commitment to financing
health care will shape its role in the industry.

Play out how each stakeholder will experience and respond to this
new reality.

The forces put in motion by national health reform will bring the most sweeping
changes to our industry in recent memory. Don’t be lulled into a watch-and-wait
strategy—expecting reform to be repealed or waiting to see what happens in
2014. The time to act is now.
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The Impact of Health Reform

In the decade ahead, we must anticipate that a set of mandates will emerge to restructure
and transform Medicare. The regulatory changes and industry innovations that result will
have a seismic impact on providers…well beyond that felt from passage of this reform law.

Understanding the timing of key legislative elements is key. The most condensed sequence: taxes, followed by
coverage expansion, followed by more taxes. Budget math largely drove this staging, in order to create a law that the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) would score as budget neutral (though eventual budget neutrality seems
doubtful). Nevertheless, the sequencing of revenue measures, insurance market reforms, coverage expansion and
other elements will shape the future health care market in important ways.

Reform’s staging can be divided into 3 time periods:

� 2010–2013: The Prelude
� 2014–2017: Market Expansion
� 2018–2020: Regulation and Restructuring

After a few lean, unsettled years of “prelude,” most health systems stand to benefit from a rapid expansion of
insurance coverage beginning in 2014. To be sure, there will be both winners and losers as disproportionate share
(DSH) payments are traded off against broader coverage. This is not to say that the legislation invites complacency. 

Toward the end of the decade, we will have something much closer to universal health insurance coverage, a fresh
federal budget crisis and a more regulated health care market. Massachusetts, now 4 years into its own universal
access reform, offers clues to how the US market might unfold. Price transparency, rate regulation, bundled
incentives and capacity constraints will become a reality for most health systems. Scrutiny of costs and value will
jump-start focus on accountability and productivity, long overdue. Smart hospitals and health systems will develop
skill sets that enable them to thrive in a more regulated, budget-driven market in which performance across the full
continuum of care will be critical.

The wild card in all of this: the impact that a major new federal entitlement, and the deficits and government
borrowing that come with that, could have on the broader economy. Certainly our federal budget woes did not start
with PL 111–148 or the current administration. But at what point does the cumulative impact begin to do serious
macroeconomic damage—creating a long-term slowdown in economic growth, higher interest rates and inflation? 
No one can know for sure. That prospect holds perils not just for those who work in health care but for the broader
American economy.

The Big Picture

The rapid addition of millions of Americans to state Medicaid programs 
and the individual and small group markets will fuel a dramatic industry
transformation akin to the managed care revolution of the 1990s.
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2010–2013: The Prelude

Reform provisions that kick in during the first few years make minor adjustments to the
insurance markets, raise new revenues and set the stage for the big changes to begin 
in 2014. 

During this period, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) also will be working out the logistics of
the new subsidies, insurance exchanges and regulatory structures to follow.

� Hospital payment cuts and incentives for Medicare 
— 2010–2011: market basket minus 0.25%

— 2012–2019: further market basket reductions less a productivity adjustment

— $800 million total during 2011 and 2012 to providers in low-cost counties

— Financial penalties imposed on providers with “excess” readmissions (2012)

� Physician payment increases
— 10% bonus payment for 5 years to all primary care physicians (PCPs) for Medicare patients (2012)

— Federal funding to increase Medicaid payment for primary care services to Medicare rates for 2013 
and 2014

� New insurance market rules
— Lifetime benefit caps banned

— Most retroactive rescissions banned

— Minimum medical loss ratios (MLRs) imposed: 85% large groups/80% small groups and individuals

— Rate review process established

— Coverage of preventive services mandated

� New taxes (start in 2013)
— 0.9% increase in Medicare payroll tax >$200,000 (individuals) or >$250,000 (married couples)

— 3.8% tax on interest and dividends for high-income taxpayers

— 2.3% tax on sale of medical devices

� Medicare payment initiatives/pilots
— Community Living Assistance Services and Supports (CLASS) Act voluntary insurance program to support

alternatives to nursing home care (2011)

— Hospital value-based purchasing (2012)

— Independence at Home demonstration project for chronic disease (2012)

— Expanded bundled payment pilot to include 3 days preadmission and 30 days postdischarge (2013)

— Grant funding for prevention programs (2010)

— Elimination within Medicare of individual cost sharing for prevention services (2011)

— Health risk assessments and incentives for behavior modification programs for Medicare 
beneficiaries (2011)

� Medicaid changes
— Bundled payment and global capitation pilot projects for a wide range of provider types

— Ability for pediatric accountable care organizations (ACOs) to share in Medicaid cost savings

— Prevention coverage

What the Law Says
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Expect a period of slow growth, deteriorating payer mix and a battle for market share.

Insurance coverage will continue to erode, mitigated somewhat by the improving economy and new health plan
innovations. 

How are stakeholders likely to respond?

� Insurers: Payers will be racing the clock until the big insurance market reforms take effect in 2014. That gives
them 3 years to get their risk pools in shape before their flexibility to manage risk almost entirely disappears.
Expect them to be aggressive with medical underwriting and rate increases while they can.

� Large employers: Large employers will do as they always have, incrementally managing their health costs
through benefit trims and cost sharing. The more aggressive will push their payers and providers on shared risk,
work site care solutions and virtual care models.

� Small employers: Small employers’ health coverage will continue to fray as they face the worst premium inflation
and struggle to understand the mandates, penalties and insurance exchanges to come. More will do the math on
the “play or pay” that takes effect in 2014 and opt out of providing health benefits to their employees.

� States: Many states remain mired in recession-created fiscal crises. States that have long funded Medicaid
programs with comparatively generous eligibility rules may be tempted to retrench, in anticipation of a single
federally-funded standard to come in 2014. Wait to see whether the federal government will permit that
maneuver. State lobbying machines will kick into full gear to shape what benefits must be included in minimum
benefit packages and how the state-based exchanges will work.

� Physicians: Securing a permanent sustainable growth rate (SGR) fix will remain the focus for physicians as
forces (eg, practice economics, meaningful use requirements for information technology) drive more toward
employment. Primary care physicians will see incremental economic improvement.

� Hospitals: This will be a lean, transitional period for hospitals. The winners will employ aggressive channel
management to grow market share while readying for the market expansion to follow in 2014. Weaker players,
from both a market position and balance sheet perspective, will be consolidated. Smart health systems will
innovate to build the competencies essential for the more regulated, budget-driven era toward the end of the
decade.

If Republicans significantly expand their numbers in November’s midterm elections or
recapture the White House in 2012, there is an outside chance some reform provisions may
be repealed before they ever take effect.

What It Means

Leading health systems—those with strong clinical programs, balance sheets
and referral channels—will use this transition period to grow market share and
gain competitive advantage.
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Timeline of Reform

� Lean, transitional period is characterized by slow growth, deteriorating payer mix and battle for market share.
� Payers scramble to manage risk profile of insured books.
� Physicians, spooked by reform and HITECH mandates, accelerate move to employment.
� Clinical program strength, balance sheets and physician referral channels enable strongest health systems to 

grow share.
� Weaker hospitals weaken further and/or are consolidated.
� Medicare and Medicaid sponsor earliest payment innovations.W
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2010–2013: 

The Prelude

Hospital Payment Cuts
2010–2011: Market basket minus 0.25% 2012–2019: Market basket reductions

less a productivity adjustment

Taxes
2011:
� 10% indoor tanning tax

2012:
� Fees on

pharmaceutical
manufacturers

2013:
� 0.9% hike in Medicare payroll tax

>$200,000
� 3.8% tax on interest and dividends
� 2.3% tax on sale of medical

devices

Insurance Market Reforms
2010:
� Lifetime benefit caps banned
� Most retroactive rescissions banned
� Minimum MLRs imposed: 85%/80%
� Rate review process established
� Coverage of preventive services mandated

Medicare/Medicaid Pilots and Initiatives
2011:
� CLASS nursing 

home alternatives

2013–2015:
� Expanded bundled payment pilot
� Independent Medicare Advisory Board

created (2014)
� 1% penalty for hospital-acquired

conditions (2015)

2012:
� Medicare hospital

value-based
purchasing

� Readmission
penalties

HITECH = Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health; ED = emergency department; CARE = Clinical Alignment and Resource Effectiveness.
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� Rapid coverage expansion occurs; quickest impact 
(and half the 32 million) comes from Medicaid.

� New federal money supports demand growth.
� Hospitals reliant on DSH funding suffer.
� Capacity constraints emerge in ED, primary care,

discretionary specialty services.
� Insurance market evolves to resemble regulated

public utility.
� State politics sway how Medicaid expansion,

insurance exchanges play out.

� Ongoing capacity constraints drive innovation: e-visits, group
visits, nonphysician-led care models, self care.

� Coverage expansion creates a fresh federal budget crisis.
� Budget pressure drives a new level of government involvement

in health care: transparency, rate regulation and risk shifting.
� Hospital and insurer payment rates become a matter 

of public record.
� ACOs and bundled payment structures align provider economics

with optimizing performance across the System of CARE.
� Overlapping regional provider alliances and “co-opetition”

flourish.

2014–2017: 

Market Expansion

2018–2020: 

Regulation and Restructuring

2014:
� Medicare DSH payments cut 75% 
� Medicaid DSH cuts TBD

2014:
� Fees on health insurers

2018:
� 40% excise tax on “Cadillac” plans

2014:
� Guaranteed issue/renewability
� Establishment of premium bands
� Waiting periods limited to 90 days
� Small group deductibles capped
� Essential benefit package defined

Coverage Expansion
2014:
� Medicaid expanded to 133% of poverty level
� Individual mandate to purchase insurance
� Employers with >50 employees must offer 

coverage or pay a penalty
� Employers with >200 employees must

automatically enroll them in coverage
� State-based insurance exchanges created—

individuals and small groups
� Federal subsidies up to 400% of poverty level
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2014–2017: Market Expansion

The law’s full impact will become evident beginning January 1, 2014. In this 1 year alone,
the CBO estimates 19 million uninsured individuals will obtain coverage, including 10 million
through Medicaid and 8 million through newly established state-level insurance exchanges.

The influx of revenue and millions of people into the health system will alleviate many of today’s most intractable
problems related to the insurance system…and create new problems related to administrative complexity and access
to care. These challenges will intensify in some markets as coverage expands to the 92% level.

� Mandatory insurance
— Require most US citizens to have qualifying health insurance; tax individuals without coverage

— Expand Medicaid to all individuals with incomes up to 133% of federal poverty level (FPL)

— Provide subsidies for the purchase of policies through an exchange for individuals (up to 400% of FPL)

� New insurance exchanges
— Create state-based American Health Benefit Exchanges for individuals and exchanges for small groups

� Employer requirements
— Assess penalty on employers with more than 50 employees that do not offer coverage

— Require employers with more than 200 employees to automatically enroll them in coverage

� Reductions in DSH payments
— Cut Medicare DSH payments by 75% initially and then adjust based on percent of population insured

— Reduce Medicaid DSH payments by yet-to-be-determined methodology

� Independent payment advisory board
— Create 15-member board to make recommendations to reduce growth in Medicare spending (2014)

— Exempt hospitals from recommendations until 2019

Success of provisions to expand coverage will hinge on the complex interplay between
individuals, states, health plans, public and private exchanges, and the tax code.

Providers should benefit from less bad debt and more paying patients, but the calculus behind reduced DSH payments
will challenge states and hospitals. In 2015, a new administration and Congress may be pressured to provide more
support to states, regulatory relief to insurers, provider subsidies and tax code tweaks to keep reform on track.

How are stakeholders likely to respond?

� Insurers: As exchanges go live, new payers and products will emerge to meet the needs of the individual and
small group markets. Larger insurers increasingly will resemble utilities with highly regulated rate controls. 

� Hospitals: In some markets, newly insured individuals will cause surges in ED, primary care and specialist
utilization. Hospitals will tap more mature IT to improve access and comply with complex quality reporting
requirements. Some health systems will pursue targeted or broad risk-contracting models. 

� States: The law grants latitude to states in how they develop and operate exchanges. Many exchanges will
struggle financially or fail due to adverse selection or poor management. Expect governors to lobby aggressively
for additional Medicaid assistance. Some states will merge the individual and small group insurance markets. An
all-payer rate-setting system has enabled the state of Maryland to achieve the lowest rate of health care cost
growth in the nation. More states will explore and adopt this mechanism of cost control.

What the Law Says

What It Means
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Only 1 major provision—the excise tax on high-cost health plans—takes effect in the second
half of the decade.

Provisions on the excise tax reflect an eleventh-hour compromise in the reconciliation bill. The Senate bill had
imposed the tax beginning in 2013 and applied lower cost thresholds. Given political difficulty in enacting the 
so-called “Cadillac” tax, it is possible that Congress will never allow this provision to take effect.

� Excise tax on high-cost insurance plans
— 40%, levied on the insurer, on the excess value over $10,200 for individual coverage/$27,500 for 

family coverage

The biggest changes will be felt in this period as budget pressures mount and the
government moves to step up regulatory scrutiny and contain costs.

The true industry impact during this time frame cannot be found in a review of the law’s language. Rather, it will
result from forces put in motion by reform.

How are stakeholders likely to respond?

� Insurers: By 2018, insurers will have settled into an annual routine of seeking rate increases from states,
negotiating updated contracts with providers based on more robust cost and quality reporting, and managing a
complex open enrollment period each fall. Benefit mandates will cause the original 4-tier benefit plan structure
to give way to additional higher-end and lower-end options. It seems likely that the marketplace will begin to
offer “supplemental” coverage for individuals and small groups. 

� Employers: As the state exchanges stabilize (a big if), small and medium-sized employers will gladly divest
themselves of health care obligations. If exchanges fail to provide a viable option for those working for small
employers, a new crisis of the uninsured could spark Health Reform: The Sequel. Large self-insured employers
will become frustrated providing benefits in a super-regulated marketplace under a (likely) new set of ERISA
regulations. Employers will work to attract and retain employees with new types of benefits, incentives and
health savings programs. Employer-based clinics and wellness programs will become commonplace.  

� Providers: Few truly independent players will remain (hospitals or physicians). Systems will fight harder for 
year-over-year performance-based rate increases. They’ll also develop mechanisms to weather annual yet
unpredictable Medicaid payment challenges as well as multiple rounds of value-driven reductions to Medicare
reimbursement. The accountable care organization as currently envisioned will work in a handful of markets, 
but most providers will absorb risk and reward through a radically transformed fee-for-service system.
Concierge/tiered access plans will be common in affluent markets. Traditional debt vehicles, philanthropy 
and new sources of capital will enable ambulatory expansion and selective inpatient projects.  

2018+: Regulation and Restructuring 

What It Means

What the Law Says
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Despite the broad reach of national reform, the law will not disrupt the powerful forces that make health care
delivery a local phenomenon. Each health care organization has a set of cards to play that will determine how and 
at what rate the system transforms itself.

The Forces
Capacity Constraints
Thirty-two million newly insured Americans will strain primary care capacity, fostering innovation (eg, e-visits, group
visits, alternate-site care models, self-care tools, home monitoring).

Budget Shortfalls
The law was scored as net accretive to the federal budget, $124 billion over 10 years. It will not be. The SGR fix
(~$200 billion) and possible reversal of the Cadillac tax (~$100 billion) would quickly wipe out this cushion. Further
pressure will be added if the Bush tax cuts are not allowed to sunset and the estate tax is not restored (2011). 

Macroeconomy
Over the coming decade, the US economy is likely to experience multiple cycles of growth and decline. Because
health care expenditures closely follow the ups and downs of GDP growth, reform will be both enabled and hindered
by a robust macroeconomic environment. 

Regulatory Scrutiny
Will national health reform follow a similar path to that seen in Massachusetts? Four years after its universal access
reform, the commonwealth’s budget is in crisis. Regulatory authority has been increased, institution-specific payment
rates are a matter of public record, and hospital executives face scrutiny in open hearings. The governor seized
authority to deny most insurer rate increases. The state’s major insurers then suspended issuance of new policies. 

The Players
Academic Medical Centers (AMCs)
AMCs will find themselves in an increasingly privileged and compromised position. They must find ways to leverage
their brands, scale and scope and at the same time address their untenable cost structures. It is time for many
AMCs to expand their regional footprints and to organize Systems of CARE through affiliation agreements, expanded
physician networks and IT integration. AMCs must become catalysts for workforce innovation that extends diagnostic
expertise and collaborative care delivery models over larger populations.

Concentrated Local Systems
Sg2 believes these systems may have the most to gain from the reform law. While focusing on improving their cost and
quality positions, they should pursue physician alignment models and clinical integration contracting vehicles. They
then will be positioned to selectively migrate toward the care delivery pilots that emerge from commercial payers and
the law’s newly created Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation. These systems can strike agreements with
commercial payers that deliver favored rates in exchange for meaningful performance improvements.  

Independent Community Hospitals
The decade ahead will force many independent hospitals to seek partners with strong balance sheets, robust IT and
favored contracting relationships. Those that currently possess strong cash flow and physician loyalty can outflank
larger systems, leveraging their strong performance and service in what will become grueling fights for market share.  

Sole Community Providers
The reform law seems to preserve a tenuous protected status for critical access hospitals and other rural providers.
Nevertheless, to fulfill their missions, these providers increasingly must seek stronger partnerships with regional
health systems that can provide capital, contracts, IT, physician recruitment expertise and clinical leadership.

Positioning for the Post-Reform Market
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The Trump Cards
Politics
New regulations bring new politics. Expect congressional delegations to begin fiercely lobbying on behalf of specific
provider organizations and for local exceptions to be made to Medicaid and Medicare payment changes.

Geography
The rivers, lakes, mountains and interstate highways that keep health care local and protect system franchises will
endure. Yet their power gradually will fade as IT and workforce shortages create pragmatic reasons to seek regional
care delivery models.

Market Position
Dominant market share can provide shelter from many of the storms that will play out over the coming decade. 
The risk is that smaller players exit the market and push the burden of Medicaid and Medicare on those that don’t
shoulder that burden today.

System of CARE Performance 
Providers that can effectively manage the continuum—to a budget, within quality parameters—will be positioned 
to succeed. Those that failed to lay the tracks for their System of CARE strategies in earlier years will lag or be
consolidated. The fundamental challenge of the post-reform decade is clinical redesign. Those organizations with
exceptional cost and quality positions today have a head start on what will be an incredibly difficult journey.

Partnerships
This decade will witness astonishing innovation in how health care organizations seek partners to provide capital,
clinical expertise, IT and leadership. The traditional horizontal integration models of the ’90s will give way to new
approaches for creating scope and scale.

Sg2 urges providers to look beyond the Byzantine complexity of the reform law.
Instead, they should recognize that the many provisions related to prevention,
inappropriate admissions, value-based purchasing and accountable care provide
greater urgency to a set of imperatives Sg2 has championed for years.

Focus your organization’s resources and talent on building disease-based 
Systems of CARE. . .Pursue Smart Growth opportunities in programs that are 
clinically appropriate, profitable and sustainable. . .Differentiate your services 
by demonstrating your ability to Create Value for patients and payers. 
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